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Dual-Energy CT and Spot Sign

We read with great interest the

article published by Morotti

et al, “Effect of CTA Tube Current on

Spot Sign Detection and Accuracy for

Prediction of Intracerebral Hemorrhage

Expansion.”1 We agree with the authors

that the spot sign and also the newly de-

scribed “leakage sign”2 represent very

useful signs to predict expansion of in-

tracranial hemorrhage of different ori-

gins. However, the optimal CT protocol

to detect the spot sign is still unknown,

and it is not known if new techniques

such as dual energy will improve its de-

tection. This is of great importance be-

cause the spot sign has changed the way

patients with intracranial hemorrhage

are managed acutely. It is well known

that dual-energy CT increases the sensi-

tivity for the detection of ischemia in pa-

tients after mechanical thrombectomy,3

and it is also very useful to differentiate between hemorrhage and

contrast media.4 The question is, what about the spot sign and

dual energy?

We have to pay attention to the use of new technologies such as

dual-energy CT and these signs because the spot or leakage sign

corresponds to leakage of contrast medium, and these might dis-

appear with dual energy in a patient with hemorrhage (Fig 1).

Further, the nonvisualization of the spot sign or low sensitivity on

CTA (53%) as described by Orito et al2 might be due to the CTA

being done in dual energy.
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FIG 1. CT (80 Kv) performed with a Siemens machine after contrast agent shows the spot sign in a
patient with intracerebral hemorrhage (A, arrow). The spot sign disappears on the virtual unenhanced
image (B).
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